Abstract An in-depth and comprehensive understanding of the complex nonlinear behaviors in atmospheric dielectric barrier discharge is significant for the stable operation and effective control of the plasma. In this paper, we study the nonlinear behaviors in argon atmospheric dielectric barrier multi pulse discharges by a one-dimensional fluid model. Under certain conditions, the multi pulse discharge becomes very sensitive with the increase of frequency, and the multi pulse period-doubling bifurcation, inverse period-doubling bifurcation and chaos appear frequently. The discharge can reach a relatively steady state only when the discharges are symmetrical between positive and negative half cycle. In addition, the effects of the voltage on these nonlinear discharges are also studied. It is found that the amplitude of voltage has no effects on the number of discharge pulses in multi-pulse period-doubling bifurcation sequences; however, to a relatively stable periodic discharge, the discharge pulses are proportional to the amplitude of the applied voltage within a certain range.
Introduction
Atmospheric pressure dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs) have recently received considerable attention because of their numerous industrial applications, such as surface modification, generation of ozone, plasmadisplay panels, and biological sterilization [1−5] . In atmospheric DBD, considerable achievements have been made in filaments, self-organized patterns and diffuse discharges [6−8] . However, as a spatially extended dissipated system, the behaviors of the atmospheric DBD are very complicated. Recent studies show that under certain conditions the atmospheric DBD can exhibit abundant nonlinear behaviors in temporal dimension, such as periodic multiplication, quasiperiodicity and chaos [9−11] . Though the physical mechanisms of these nonlinear behaviors remain to be further researched, these behaviors have been observed in different working gas, various driven voltages, and a very broad frequency range [12−14] . It is known that in a usual discharge the discharge current repeats every one cycle of the applied voltage. Thus, this discharge is always called "single period discharge" in the temporal dimension. It is worth pointing out that there are two discharge modes in the single period discharge. The single-pulse discharge mode, only one current peak excited per half cycle of the applied voltage, is usually obtained when the amplitude of the applied voltage is slightly above the breakdown voltage. With the increase of voltage, the single-pulse mode can turn into the multi-pulse discharge mode, in which multiple discharge pulses are excited per half cycle of the voltage. It is worth noting that the studies on theses nonlinear behaviors are almost focused on the single-pulse discharge mode, while the nonlinear behaviors in the multi-pulse discharge mode are rarely reported. To further our understanding of the various complex nonlinear behaviors of atmospheric DBD and realize the effective control of plasma stability, an indepth investigation on the nonlinear behaviors of the atmospheric dielectric barrier multi-pulse discharge is thus needed.
In single-pulse discharge mode, we have studied how a normal single period discharge converts to a period-doubling discharge [15] , and the formation mechanism of period-two discharge [16] . In this paper, * supported by National Natural we will investigate the nonlinear behaviors in multipulse discharge mode and discuss the dependence of the multi-pulse nonlinear behaviors on the discharge parameters.
Model
The discharge set-up in this work is composed by two parallel-plate electrodes, each covered with a dielectric layer. One of the electrodes is powered by a sinusoidal voltage and the other is grounded. The working gas is pure argon. Considering that the discharge behaviors are sensitive to the discharge parameters and a large amount of calculation is needed to capture the various discharge behaviors, the simplest argon discharge model is chosen as our previous works [12] . In this model, we only consider two processes: electron-argon direct ionization and electron-Ar + recombination. Using the diffusion-drift approximation, the governing equations of electron and positive ion (Ar + ) are given as follows:
where n is the particle density, j is particle flow density, S is the source term, E is the electric field of the discharge space, µ is the mobility coefficient, and D is the diffusion coefficient. The mobility and diffusion coefficients are identical to those used in Ref. [17] . ε 0 is vacuum permittivity, e is the charge of the electron, and the subscripts p and e represent the ions and electrons, respectively. To improve the computational efficiency, we replace Poisson's equation with the current conservation equation in our calculation.
where the value of ε(x) depends on the position of x. In the gas gap, its value is 1, while in dielectric layers its value is the relative permittivity of dielectric barrier ε B . j c is the conductive current density, and its value is given by the following equation:
j T is the discharge current density, which can be obtained by integrating Eq. (4) between two electrodes:
where d B is the thickness of dielectric layers, d g is gap of the discharge distance, and V is the applied voltage. A semi-implicit Scharfetter-Gummer scheme is used to solve the above equations.
The simulation parameters are chosen as follows. The relative permittivity of the dielectric layer is 7.5 and its thickness is 0.1 cm. The gas temperature is set to 300 K and the gas pressure is a standard atmospheric pressure. The secondary electron emission coefficient is set as 0.01. The ions and electrons are both taken as 1.0 × 10 7 cm −3 and considered to be spatially uniform at the initial time. The initial value of the electric field is taken as 10 V/cm, which is also uniform.
Results and discussions
We first consider the effects of the driven frequency on the discharge behaviors for a fixed voltage amplitude of 2.8 kV. Detailed simulations show that when the frequency is below 8.6 kHz, the discharge is a conventional multi-pulse discharge. Once the frequency is increased over 8.6 kHz, the discharge behavior changes frequently and exhibits complex temporal nonlinear behaviors with variation of the frequency. Fig. 1 shows the current-voltage characteristics at frequencies of 8.6 kHz, 10.0 kHz and 32.7 kHz. It can be seen that when the frequency is 8.6 kHz two current pulses are excited per half cycle of the applied voltage, and the discharges between the positive and negative half cycle are symmetrical. These are the typical characteristics of single period multi-pulse atmospheric DBD. As the frequency is increased to 10.0 kHz, the discharge changes into a common single period singlepulse atmospheric DBD, in which the peak of the current at the positive half cycle equals to that at the negative half cycle, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Compared to the discharges in Fig. 1(a) , the discharge in Fig. 1(b) is much stronger. The peak current in Fig. 1(b) is about 5 times of that in Fig. 1(a) . As the frequency is increased, the number of the discharge pulses decreases and the peak amplitude of the discharge current increases. This consists with the experimental results of Refs. [18] and [19] . From Fig. 1(a) and (b), it can be found that whether the discharge is a conventional single period single-pulse discharge or single period multi-pulse discharge, both the number of the current pulses and the current amplitudes have a symmetric wave form. However, when the frequency is increased further to 32.7 kHz, neither the number nor the amplitude of the current pulses is symmetrical between positive and negative half cycle. As shown in Fig. 1(c) , there are 3 small current pulses at the negative half cycle while only 1 large current pulse at the positive half cycle. This phenomenon can be explained as follows. The large discharge at the positive half cycle makes lots of electrons survive and lots of charges accumulate on the dielectric surfaces before the negative discharge ignites. These electrons acting as seed electrons will reduce the breakdown voltage of the subsequent discharge. At the same time, the charges accumulated on the dielectric surfaces will keep at a relatively large value until the next discharge.
With the decrease of the applied voltage, the gas voltage increases gradually and eventually results in the first small discharge (see Fig. 1(c) ). As the polarity of applied voltage changes, two other small current pulses are ignited with further increase of the gas voltage. It is noted that the discharge in Fig. 1(c) still follows the periodic oscillation of the applied voltage as the conventional discharge, which suggests that this discharge is actually an asymmetrical single period discharge. The asymmetrical single period discharge is prone to occur under high frequency. This is qualitatively in agreement with the experimental result of Ref. [20] . According to our previous work about the nonlinear behaviors of the single-pulse discharge [15] , the single period discharge will first enter into a shortlived asymmetric single period discharge before the period-doubling bifurcation happens. In other words, an asymmetric single period discharge suggests that the discharge will bifurcate into a period-doubling state. This conclusion can also be confirmed in the multi-pulse discharge with further increasing of the frequency. As indicated in Fig. 2(a) , the discharge in Fig. 1(c) bifurcates into period-2 discharge at 32.8 kHz. It should be noted that the multiple current pulses in this period-2 discharge occur only during the negative half cycle of the voltage. In addition, the number and intensity of the discharges during two adjacent negative half cycles are different. These are different to the common multi-pulse discharge in Fig. 1(a) . When the frequency is increased to 33.5 kHz, the period-2 discharge turns into the period-4 state through another bifurcation (see Fig. 2(b) ). Further increasing the frequency, the discharge does not transit into chaos by period-doubling bifurcation. In contrast, it returns to single period discharge by two inverse bifurcations.
As plotted in Fig. 2(c)-(d) , the discharge is directly replaced by period-2 discharge through one inverse bifurcation at 33.8 kHz, and then enters to a singleperiod discharge through another inverse bifurcation at around 34.2 kHz. It needs to be pointed out that this period-2 discharge is different to that in Fig. 2(a) . In this period-2 discharge, there are two discharge pulses every negative half cycle. If we continue to increase the frequency, the discharge in Fig. 2(d) converts into another discharge state quickly. Fig. 3(a) plots the time evolution of the discharge current at 35.5 kHz. Though this discharge is still a single period discharge, its appearance is completely contrary to that in Fig. 2(d) . The relatively small multi-pulse occurs at the positive half cycle while only one strong pulse takes place at the negative half cycle. From Figs. 1, 2(d) and 3(a) , it can be seen that different single period discharges survive at different frequencies. When the discharge is symmetrical, it can maintain over a broad frequency interval, such as the discharges in Fig. 1(a) and (b) . While the discharge is asymmetrical, it can only sustain over a small frequency interval, such as the discharges in Figs. 1(c), 2(d) and 3(a) . This is consistent with the results of Ref. [13] . Fig. 3(b) and (c) show the temporal behaviors of the discharge current at 36.75 kHz and 37 kHz. It is obvious that the discharge in Fig. 3(a) converts directly into chaos through one perioddoubling bifurcation. In the chaotic state, the discharge becomes unpredictable, both the peak and number of the current pulses fluctuate stochastically. To further ascertain the state of the discharge, Fig. 3(e) -(g) demonstrate the corresponding phase trajectories, in which every figure contains the date of 100 cycles of the applied voltage. The one loop in Fig. 3(e) and the two different loops in Fig. 3(f) clearly indicate that the discharge in Fig. 3(a) is a single-period discharge and the discharge in Fig. 3(b) is a period-2 discharge. It is obvious that the phase trajectory in Fig. 3(g) is no longer periodic, which suggests that the discharge in Fig. 3(c) is a chaotic discharge. After the chaotic state, the discharge transits to a single period discharge again, as shown in Fig. 4(a)-(c) . The chaotic discharge turns into a period-4 discharge at 40.8 kHz first, and then evolves to a period-2 discharge at 42 kHz through one inverse bifurcation, and finally converts to a single period discharge at 50 kHz through another inverse bifurcation. At around 68 kHz, the discharge enters into a period-2 discharge through bifurcation once again, and then is rapidly replaced by the chaotic state again at 68.75 kHz. If we continue to increase the frequency, the discharge exhibits alternately the period-3 discharge and the chaotic state. Fig. 5 plots the temporal evolution of the discharge current together with its corresponding phase space diagrams at the frequency of 72 kHz. It is clear that the repetition period of the current pulses is three times of the applied voltage, so the discharge is actually a period-3 discharge. According to Ref. [21] , the appearance of the period-3 discharge further confirms the existence of the chaos in the discharge system under study. In this period-3 discharge, the multi-pulses appear both at the positive and the negative half cycles, and the discharge current has a symmetric wave form between the positive and negative half cycles. These are different to the above period-2 and period-4 discharges. This period-3 discharge lasts about 3 kHz, and is replaced by the chaotic state gradually. When the frequency is increased to 95 kHz, the discharge enters into a very steady period-3 discharge state. It occupies a very wide range of frequency, from 95 kHz to 170 kHz, and finally changes into chaos again. As the frequency is further increased, more similar nonlinear behaviors such as chaos and period-doubling bifurcation can be obtained. When the frequency is increased to radio frequency, the temporal profile of the discharge current is close to a sine wave form. The nonlinear behaviors of the multi-pulse discharge discussed above can also be observed by the changing of the amplitude of the voltage. Fig. 6 plots the temporal profiles of the discharge currents at 2800 V, 3000 V and 3040 V together with their corresponding phase trajectories for a fixed frequency of 50 kHz. It is obvious that this is a period-doubling bifurcation sequence. When the voltage equals to 2800 V, the discharge is a single-period discharge. As the voltage is increased to 3000 V, the discharge bifurcates into a period-2 discharge. At 3040 V, the period-2 discharge bifurcates again and the period-4 discharge appears. Similar to the discharges in Figs. 2 and 4 , the multipulse in Fig. 6 appears only at the negative half cycle, and the corresponding discharges are relatively weak.
It is known that increasing of the applied voltage always results in increasing of the number of the discharge pulses in a conventional single period discharge. However, in the multi-pulse period-doubling bifurcation sequence, increasing the voltage does not lead to the increase of the discharge pulses (see Fig. 6 ). This is mainly because the variation range of the voltage amplitude is small in the bifurcation sequence. For a relatively stable discharge, it is found that increasing of the voltage in a certain range can also make the number of the discharge pulses increase, and maintain its periodic state simultaneously. Fig. 7 gives the temporal evolutions of the discharge current with an increasing voltage for a fixed frequency of 120 kHz. As plotted in Fig. 7(a) , at 2500 V, the discharge is a common period-3 discharge. In this period-3 discharge, only one current pulse is excited per half cycle of the voltage. As the voltage increases from 2500 V to 3150 V a second pulse can be observed at some half cycles, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . When the applied voltage is increased to 3400 V, at some half cycles a third pulse appears (see Fig. 7(c) ). Moreover, the characteristics of the multi-pulse period-doubling discharge are studied. The results show that both Townsend and glow discharge modes can exist in 1 cycle of the multi-pulse period-doubling discharge. Two modes occur alternatively with the variation of the discharge strength.
Conclusions
In summary, the nonlinear behaviors in atmospheric dielectric-barrier multi-pulse discharges are investigated by a one-dimensional fluid model. The simulation results show that under certain situations the multi-pulses discharge behaviors become very complex with the variation of the frequency or amplitude of the voltage. Period-doubling bifurcation, inverse bifurcation and chaos appear alternately and frequently. In the multi-pulse period-doubling discharge, the discharge pulses during the positive half cycle and the negative half cycle are usually asymmetric. The multi-pulse discharge appears only at a half cycle of the applied voltage: at the positive half cycle or at the negative half cycle. Such discharges are very sensitive to the variation of the frequency and can only be sustained over a narrow frequency range. When the discharge pulse becomes symmetrical the corresponding discharge can reach to a relatively stable state, which can be maintained over a broad frequency interval. In a multi-pulse period-doubling bifurcation sequence, increasing the amplitude of the voltage has no effect on the number of the discharge pulses; however, to a relatively stable period-doubling discharge, the number of discharge pulses increases as the voltage increases within a certain range.
